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INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0. Theorems 
describing certain homomorphisms from L to the Lie algebra of the 
module of special derivations of a divided power algebra are very useful in 
the classification of simple Lie algebras over k. In this paper we develop a 
general theory of divided power structures on cocommutative Hopf 
algebras which gives a complete analysis of the module of special 
derivations and provides a natural foundation on which to prove 
embedding theorems of Lie theory. 
A divided power algebra for us is the dual algebra of a divided power 
coalgebra. We define a divided power coalgebra as follows. Let n be a non- 
void set. The collection of all functions ~1: n -+ L to the integers which have 
finite support forms a group under addition. Let m: n --f N + u {cc } be a 
function, where N + is the set of positive integers. For a field k of charac- 
teristic p > 0 let C,(n, m) be the coalgebra which as a vector space has as 
basis all formal symbols I(‘), where a runs over all functions x: n + N with 
finite support satisfying cc(i) < pm(‘) for all Ian (p” = co by convention), 
and whose coalgebra structure is determined by dl’“’ = &< .( ;) I’” 8, 0 1’“’ 
and &(I’“‘) = 6,,, where (;) = nj, .(;‘,;I) is the product of binomial symbols 
and b < c( means b(i) < cx( i) for all i E n. If k has characteristic 0 we formally 
set p = DZ and require m(i) = 1 for all in n-here (x runs over all functions 
~1: n -+ N with finite support. A divided power coalgebra is a coalgebra C 
over a field k isomorphic to some C,(n, m). For a field k of characteristic 
p > 0 let %!lJn, m) be the algebra which as a vector space is the set of all 
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formal linear combinations C, a,~(‘) of the formal symbols xc%), where ~1 
runs over the functions a: n + N of finite support again satisfying 
a(i) < pm(j) for ie n, and whose algebra structure is determined by 
X(“)Xm= (“Z/J) . xca + 8, (For convenience we set 1(‘) = 0 = x(‘) if CI: n -+ Z has 
finite support and either a(i) < 0 or p m(i) d a(i) for some i E n.) We treat the 
characteristic 0 case as above. A divided power is an algebra A over a field 
k isomorphic to some 211,(n, m). It is easy to see that ‘QIJn, m) rr C,(n, m)* 
in a natural way. 
In this paper we shall be interested in the Lie algebra which is the (com- 
plete) module of special derivations W,(n, m) of the divided power algebra 
911,(n, m). Let Dig End(YIU,(n, m)) be the continuous derivation determined 
by D,(x(~)) = x(OLPEZ) where E;: n + N is defined by &Jj) = 6,. Then a special 
derivation is, by definition, a formal linear combination D = I,, n D, . a,,, 
where {a(i,>ien is a locally finite family of 211,(n, m) = C,(n, m)*. (The 
notions of “complete” and “locally finite” are developed in Section 1.) If C 
is any coalgebra over k then a coderivation of C is an endomorphism cp of 
C which satisfies d 0 cp = (cp @ I+ I@ cp) 0 A. If cp is a coderivation of C then 
‘p* is a continuous derivation of C*. Thus the study of the Lie algebra of 
continuous derivations Der,(C*) of C* and the study of the Lie algebra of 
coderivations coDer(C) of C are really the same. 
It is easy to see that the endomorphism Zi of C,(n, m) defined by 
a,(p) = /(z+c,) is a coderivation and that D, = a,* for i E n. We define the 
(complete) module of special coderivations coW,(n, m) of C,(n, m) to be 
the set of formal linear combinations a = x,,, d,-dci, where {a,,,>,, n is a 
locally finite family of C,(n, m) *. It follows that coW,(n, m) is a Lie sub- 
algebra of coDer(C,(n, m)), and by the fact that (CisnC?,-Z(,))* = 
Citn Di. 8(j) it follows that the studies of W,(n, m) and coW,(n, m) are 
really the same. 
A divided power coalgebra C,(n, m) has a natural underlying cocom- 
mutative Hopf algebra structure, and as such it is primitively generated. In 
application the Hopf algebra structure will be important. Therefore we will 
focus our attention in this paper on the Hopf algebra A = C,(n, m) instead 
of the algebra A* = ‘i!lk(n, m). 
Let A = (L) be a Hopf algebra generated by a Lie subalgebra L of the 
Lie algebra f? of all primitives of A. An L-divided power structure on A is a 
realization of A ‘v C,(n, m) as a divided power coalgebra such that the 
Z(“z)‘s, in n, form a basis for L, and if the characteristic of k is p > 0 then 
I(Pnel)- (I(P”m’cfl))P E L for ig n and n > 1. Theorem 2 of Section 4 states that 
the module of special coderivations coW,(n, m) afforded by an L-divided 
power structure on A is the completion of 4(L), where 4: L -+ End(A) 
(IHY~) is the regular representation of L on A by right translations. Thus 
the module of special coderivations coW,(n, m) (hence W,(n, m)) is 
independent of a particular L-divided power structure. 
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Let L be a Lie algebra over a field k and let @: L + Der,(A*) (IH (rl)*) 
be the canonical embedding of Lie algebras where A = U(L) is the univer- 
sal enveloping algebra of L over k. Then Q(L) G W,(n, m) where W,(n, m) 
is the module of special derivations afforded by any L-divided power struc- 
ture on A. The main embedding theorem of this paper is Theorem 4 of Sec- 
tion 5 which is a non-trivial generalization of this fact, yielding the 
ungraded version of Theorem 2.1 of Block and Wilson [3] as a result. 
Another application of Theorem 4 is Corollary 6 which states that a Iinite- 
dimensional Lie algebra over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0 can be 
embedded into W,(n, m), where InI <dim L and m(i) < (dim L)’ for ion. 
Suppose B is a basis for L and m: B + N + u {co } is a function. Then 
coW,( B, m) can be regarded as a Lie subalgebra of coDer( U(L)) in a 
natural way (hence I+‘,( B, m) can be regarded as a Lie subalgebra of 
Der,(U(L)*) in a natural way). In Section 6 we find necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for q%(L) c_ co I+‘,( B, m) (or equivalently Q(L) c_ 
Wk(B, m)). 
Our treatment of divided power structures on primitively generated Hopf 
algebras is based on a more general study in Section 2 of the Lie algebra of 
coderivations coDer(A) of a cocommutative Hopf algebra A over a field k. 
For such a Hopf algebra let E, E End(End(A)) be left translation 1, by the 
identity map ZE End(A), viewing End(A) as the convolution algebra. Then 
by Theorem 1 of Section 2 E,(Hom(A, 2)) = coDer(A), where L! c A is the 
Lie algebra of the primitives of A. The Lie subalgebras of coDer(A) of 
interest to us have the form c,~(A) = E,(Hom(A, L)) where L G i! is a sub- 
space. By means of E, we can transfer the study of coDer(A) to the Lie 
algebra End( A ) derived from convolution multiplication. Using this techni- 
que we prove in Proposition 3 of Section 2 that cL(A) is a Lie subalgebra 
(resp. a restricted Lie subalgebra in positive characteristic) of coDer(A) if 
and only if L is a Lie subalgebra (resp. a restricted Lie subalgebra in 
positive characteristic) of 9. In the situations of interest to us cL(A) will be 
the module of special coderivations afforded by an L-divided power struc- 
ture on A. 
We will follow the notation and conventions of Sweedler [6]. All vector 
spaces will be over a field k. 
1. COMPLETE SUBMODULES OF End(A) 
Let A be an algebra over a field k. For a E A let l,, Y, E End(A) be left 
and right translation by a, respectively, and for a subset BS A let rB 
denote the set of T,,‘s where b E B. For a coalgebra C and an algebra A over 
k recall that the convolution algebra of C and A is the space Hom(C, A) 
with multiplication determined by f * g(c) = C f(cc, ,) g(c(,,), where A g E 
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Hom(C, A) and c E C, and has unity q 0 E. For a vector space V over k we 
regard Hom(C, V) (in particular Hom(C, A)) as a right C*-module by 
f -C*(C) = f(c* --c)=cf(q,,<c*> cczj)). Now let A be a bialgebra and 
define E, = 1, E End(End(A)) to be left translation by the identity map 
ZE End(A), regarding End(A) as the convolution algebra. Observe that E, 
is a right A*-module map. Assume further that A is a Hopf algebra with 
antipode s. By definition Z and s are inverses in the convolution algebra 
End(A), thus E, and F, = I, are inverses under function composition. 
Define a right A-module structure on End(A) by f. a(b) = C ~(a(,,) f(a(,,b) 
for f E End(A) and a, /IE A. For a subspace Lz A let cL(A) G End(A) 
denote the subspace of all f E End(A) satisfying f. a( 1) E L for all a E A. The 
spaces of coderivations of interest to us have the form cL(A), where A is a 
cocommutative Hopf algebra and L c 2 is a subspace of the space of 
primitives 2 of A. For vector spaces U and V over k we regard U@ V* E 
Hom( V, U) in the usual way. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A he a Hopf algebra over a,field k and let L c A be 
a subspace. 
(a) E, restricts to an isomorphism Hom(A, L) + cL(A). (In particular 
cL(A) is an A*-submodule.) 
(b) E,(l@a*) = rI- a*forleLanda*EA. ThusL@A*+r,-A* 
(l@a*Hr[-a* ) is an isomorphism. 
Prod (a) f. 41) = FAf )(a), so f EC,(A) if and only if FA(f)E 
Hom(A, L). Since E, and F,,, are inverses, and E, is an A*-module map, we 
have (a). 
(b) follows by the calculation 
E,(lO a*)(a) = I * (l@a*)(a) 
=Ca,,,(lOa*)(ao,)=Ca,,,l(a*, q2,> 
=(a*- a) I= rl--a*(a). Q.E.D. 
By virtue of part (b) of the proposition we will be able to find a “com- 
pletion” basis for cL(A). Let C be any coalgebra over a field k. An indexed 
family of elements {c*},~” of C* is said to be locally finite if for a given 
c E C for all but finitely many i E n the functional CT vanishes on c. Suppose 
{C*licsn is locally finite and V is a vector space over k. Then 
CifiLCl* is a well-defined element of Hom(C, V) for any choice of 
h~Hom(C, V) since the sum (C,S,-c,+)(c)=C, f;(cy-c) is finite for a 
given c E C. We call a submodule A4 E Hom(C, V) complete if for every 
locally finite family {c* } it n of C* and any choice of fiE M it follows 
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C, f;- c,? E M. Hom( C, V) is complete, and clearly the intersection of 
complete submodules of Hom(C, V) is complete; thus any submodule ME 
Hom(C, V) is contained in a (unique) minimal complete submodule ti 
called the completion of M. Suppose MG Hom(C, I’) is a complete sub- 
module. An indexed family (fi},t n of elements of A4 is called a completion 
basis for M if every f E M can be written uniquely as f = Cif, - cj+ where 
(c*}ien is a locally finite family of C*. Observe that any finitely generated 
submodule of Hom(C, I’) is complete. Also observe that (u @ E) - c* = 
u@ c* for o E V and c* E C*. From this it is easy to see that if {u,},~ n is a 
linear basis for V then {~~@s}~~~ is a completion basis for Hom(C, V). If 
MG Hom(C, I’) and M’ G Hom(C, I”) are complete submodules, then a 
linear map Ji M+ M’ is said to be a map of complete modules if 
fEm,- cp) = xi f(mi) - c* for all locally finite families {c,* } ,E n and 
m,EM for ien. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A he a Hopf algebra over a field k and let L G A be a 
subspace. 
(a) cL(A) is complete. 
(b) [f B is a linear basis for L then rs is a completion basis for cL(A). 
Proof. From the definition of E, it follows that E, is a complete 
module map. Thus if M G End(A) is a complete submodule E,(M) is com- 
plete, and if { fj}is n is a completion basis for M then { EA(fi)}it n is a com- 
pletion basis for E,(M). Since E,(IO E) = rl for 1~ A, the corollary follows 
by letting M= Hom(A, L) and noting the IBE’s, where 1~ B, constitute a 
completion basis for M. Q.E.D. 
To determine all completion bases for cL(A) we need to extend the 
notion of n x n matrix with coefficients in a finite-dimensional algebra. 
Let C be a coalgebra over a field k and suppose n is a non-empty set. Let 
M,(C*) be the set of n x n matrices CI = (c(~)~,~~ n with coefficients CAKE C* 
(technically functions n x n -+ C*) such that for each Jo n the family 
{Susie” is locally finite. For a, /3 E M,(C*) and i, je n the formal sum 
(c@),- = C, cci,fiU is a well-defined element of C* since C, cci,(c,,,) fi,(c,,,) is a 
finite sum for any given c E C. The reader can check that M,(C*) is in fact 
an algebra with unity over k with the usual matrix operations. It also easily 
follows that: 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a coalgebra and V be a vector space over a field k. 
Suppose MG Hom(C, V) is a complete submodule with completion basis 
{mi}iGn. Let aeM,, andset n,=C,mi-czilforjtzn. Then {nr}rGn is a 
completion basis for M if and only if CI is invertible. 
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Let C, denote the nth term of the coradical filtration of a coalgebra C. 
The next lemma gives an important sufficient condition for a E M,(C*) to 
be invertible. 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a coalgebra over afield k, let n be a non-empty set, 
and let CI E M,(C*). 
(a) Suppose cld- 0 on C, for all i, je n. Then the assignment XH c1 
extends to an algebra homomorphism k[ [Xl] -+ M,( C* ). 
(b) Suppose clii = Sii& on CO for all i, jE n. Then CI is invertible. 
Proof: (a) Observe that (~l~+‘)~= 0 on C, for n 20. Thus for any 
choice of scalars a, E k the sum fl= C,“=O a,a” is well defined and 
/? E M,(C*). From this (a) follows. 
(b) The unity 1 E M,(C*) is described by 1 rJ = diic. Therefore 1 - 51 
satisfies the hypothesis of (a); so c1= 1 - (1 - a) is invertible since 1 - XE 
k[[X]]is. Q.E.D. 
The Hopf algebras of interest to us in this paper are pointed irreducible. 
For these Hopf algebras we have a very simple description of the com- 
pletion bases of cL(A). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a pointed irreducible Hopf algebra over a field 
k and let L G A be a subspace. Suppose n is a non-empty set and ‘pi E cL(A) 
for i E n. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) The cp,( 1 )‘s, i E n, form a linear basis for L. 
(b) The cpi)s, ie n, ,form a completion basis for cL(A). 
Proof: (a)*(b). Set m,=rV,(,, for i 6 n. Then by Corollary l(b) the 
m,‘s form a completion basis for cL(A). Let CI E M,( C*) be determined by 
cp,=Cimi-acrii for jen. Then ~,(l)=~,Crii(l)m,(l)=~,a,(l)cp,(l) 
means clii- 13~s on A, = k. 1. Thus c1 E M,(A*) is invertible by Lemma 2(b), 
and so vi’s constitute a completion basis for cL(A) by Lemma 1. 
(b) => (a). Let f E Hom(A, L). Since EAf)(l)=f(lL by 
Proposition l(a) the ~~(1)‘s run over L as cp runs over cL(A). Thus the 
cp,( 1)‘s span L. Choose a subset m G n such that the cp,( 1)‘s i E m, form a 
basis for L. Since (a) +- (b) the (pi)s, iE m, form a completion basis for 
cL(A). This means m = n. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a pointed irreducible Hopf algebra over a field k 
and suppose A4 E End(A) is a complete A*-module. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(a) M = cL(A) for some subspace L G A. 
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(b) The span of the ~(1)‘s is the span of the cp. a( 1 ))s, where cp runs 
over M and a runs over A (in which case A4 = cL(A ) where L is the common 
span). 
Pro@ (a) * (b) is clear by Proposition l(a). To show (b) * (a) let L 
be the span of the ~(1)‘s where cp runs over M. Then MC c,(A) by 
definition. We may assume L # (0). Choose cp, E M, where i E n, such that 
the cp,(l)‘s form a linear basis for L. By the preceding proposition the ‘p;s 
constitute a completion basis for cL(A). This means that cL(A) G M. 
Q.E.D. 
2. CODERIVATIONS OF COCOMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS 
Let C be a coalgebra over a field k. cp E End(C) is called a coderivation of 
C if A 0 cp = (q 0 I+ I@ q) 0 A, and we denote the space of coderivations of 
C by coDer(C). A fundamental example of a coderivation is right trans- 
lation r,E End(A) by a primitive 1 in a bialgebra A. Part (d) of the next 
lemma shows that the study of coderivations of C and the study of con- 
tinuous derivations Der,(C*) of C* are one in the same. Let U be a vector 
space over k. We regard Hom(U, C*) (in particular End(C*)) as a right 
C*-module by (fc*)(u)=f(u) c*. If {c,*JiEn is a locally finite family of C* 
and fi~Hom(U, C*) for iEn, then Cif,c,* is a well-defined element of 
Hom(U, C*) since (~,,fic~)(u)(c)=C,,fi(u)(r*-c) is a finite sum for a 
given u E U and CE C. We extend the notion of complete and completion 
basis to submodules of Hom( U, C*), and the notion of map of complete 
modules in the obvious way. Observe: 
(2.1) Let C be a coalgebra over a field k and let ( )*: Hom(C, V) + 
Hom( V*, C*) be the transpose map, where V is a vector space over k. Then 
(x:if;-cI)*=CIf*cI* f or any locally ,finite ,family { c:}~, n qf C* and 
f, E Hom(C, V); that is, ( )* is a map qf complete modules. 
If C is cocommutative, then C* is commutative, and we will regard 
End(C*) as a left C*-module by c:f = fc *. Observe that the Lie algebra of 
derivations of C* is a complete C*-submodule of End(C*) since C* is 
commutative. To study the relationship between coderivations and con- 
tinuous derivations we apply (2.1) when V= C. 
LEMMA 3. Let C be a coalgebra over a.field k and let cp, q’ E End(C). 
(a) q~coDer(C) ifand only ifq*~Der*(C*). 
(b) rf cp, cp’EcoDer(C) then [q, cp’]=q”q’-q’oq~coDer(C). 
Thus coDer(C) has a natural Lie algebra structure. 
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(c) Suppose k has characteristic p > 0. Zf cp E coDer(C) then 
qp E coDer( C). Thus coDer( C) is a restricted Lie algebra in this case. 
(d) The map coDer(C) + Der,(C*) ((P-V*) is an anti-isomorphism 
of Lie algebras (restricted Lie algebras in positive characteristic). 
(e) Suppose that C is cocommutative. Then coDer(C) is a complete 
C*-submodule of End(C). Der,(C*) is a (right) complete C*-submodule qf 
Der(C*), and the Lie anti-isomorphism coDer(C) = Der,(C*) of(d) is also 
an isomorphism of complete modules. 
The first theorem of this paper will characterize coDer(A) for a cocom- 
mutative Hopf algebra A. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a cocommutative Hopf algebra over a field k and 
let !i? be the space of primitives qf A. 
(a) c,(A) G coDer(A) for any subspace LG Q!. 
(b) c,(A) is the space of coderivations qf A. 
(c) If B is a linear basis ,for S then rB is a completion basis for 
coDer(A). 
Proof (a) Let f E Hom(A, L). By Proposition 1 (a) we need only show 
that EA(f) is a coderivation; that is, 
d(E,(f )(a))=d (1 u,,,f(u,,,)> 
=I (a(,,,,,f(a(,,)Oa,,)(,, 1 +a,l,,ljl @atIjc2,f(a,2J) 
=C (EAf )(a(,,)Oa(,,+a,,,OE,(f)(ad) 
for aE A. 
(b) By (a) we have c,(A) c coDer(A). Let q be a coderivation of A. 
By Proposition l(a) again we need only show that F,(q)(a) E 2 for aE A; 
that is, 
d(FAcp)(a)) = d (1 s(aclJ w(ad) 
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Part (c) follows by (b) and Corollary l(b). Q.E.D. 
Let A be a cocommutative Hopf algebra over a field k and let S c A be 
the space of primitives of A. Then End(A) has a Lie algebra structure 
derived from composition, and c,(A) = coDer(A) is a Lie subalgebra of 
End(A) by Lemma 3(b). Suppose L c 2 is any subspace. To determine 
when cL(A) is a Lie subalgebra of coDer(A) we are led to consider the Lie 
algebra structure of End(A) afforded by convolution multiplication. 
LEMMA 4. Let A he u Hopf algebra over u j&Id k and suppose 
L gEEnd(A). Jf‘ EA(f) is u coderivution qj” A then EA(g)OEA(f)= 
E/4(,/-* g+ scEA.1‘)). 
Proof: For a E A we calculate 
E,(g)oE,(f)(a) = E,k)(E,(f)(a)) 
= c ((E/l(f)(a,,,)) g(4 + U(1) g(EAf)(a,,,))) 
=I (~~l,f(~d da,,,) +u,l,(g”E,(f))(u(,,)) 
=c (q,,(f* g)(u(*r)+u(,,(goE,(f))(u(*,)) 
= EA(f * g + go E,(f))(u). Q.E.D. 
If A is an associative algebra over a field k let [a, h] = ah - bu, where 
a, b E A, be the Lie product afforded by the multiplication on A. If L? is the 
space of primitives of a Hopf algebra A, then [2,2] G 2, so 2 has a 
natural Lie structure. In characteristic p > 0 note 1” E f! for I E 2, so in this 
case L! has a natural restricted Lie structure. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a cocommututive Hopf algebra over a field k 
and suppose L E 2 is a subspuce of the Lie algebra of primitives 2 of A. 
(a) cL(A) is a Lie subalgebra oft,(A) = coDer(A) ifund only if L is a 
Lie subalgebra of I?. 
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(b) Suppose L is a Lie subalgebra of I! and that the characteristic of k 
is p > 0. Then cL(A) is restricted if and only if L is restricted. 
Proof E,(Hom(A, L)) =cL(A) by Proposition l(a), and cL(A) 5 
c,(A) = coDer(A) by Theorem l(b). We regard End(A) as a Lie algebra by 
[f, g] =f * g - g * f for f, gc End(A). By Lemma 4 an equivalent for- 
mulation of (a) is: Hom(A, L) is a Lie subalgebra of End(A) if and only if 
L is a Lie subalgebra of 9. Thus (a) now follows from [,J g](a) = 
CCf(q,h s(adl for.f, gEEMA) and aE.4. 
To show (b) we use the following, which is a direct consequence of 
Eq. (63) on page 187 of [4]: 
(2.2) Let A be an associative algebra over a ,field k of characteristic 
p>O. Ifa,bEA then (a+b)P- ap - bp is in the Lie algebra generated by a 
and b (in fact the span of Lie products of p factors). 
Assume the hypothesis of (b). We have shown that Hom(A, L) is a Lie 
subalgebra of End(A). We first assert that an equivalent formulation of (b) 
is: Hom(A, L) is restricted if and only if L is restricted. 
To prove the assertion, let f E Hom(A, L) be fixed and define 
GeEnd(End(A)) by E,(G(g))=E,(g)oE,(f) for geEnd(A). Observe 
that G(qo~)=f and that EA(G”p’(f))=E,4(f)o ... oEA(f) (n-times) for 
nb 1. Therefore cL(A) is restricted if and only if GP ‘(f) =GP(qc)e)~ 
Hom(A, L); so to prove the assertion it suffices to show Gp(q 0 E) -.f” E 
Hom(A, L). 
To prove GP(~oa)-,fP~Hom(A, L) observe that G(g)=f * g+ 
goE,(f), so G=l,+D where D(g)=goE,(f), by Lemma4. Since EA(f) 
is a coderivation of A it follows that D is a derivation of the convolution 
algebra End(A). Since [l,, I,,] =ICa,h, and [D, 1,] =loCnr for g, hE 
Hom(A, L), it follows L = fHom,A,L, is a Lie subalgebra of End(End(A)) and 
[D, L] G L. Now by (2.2) we conclude GP- If- Dp= I, for some 
g E Hom(A, L), so GP(q 0 e) -f p E Hom(A, L). Therefore the proof of the 
assertion is complete. 
We now prove the equivalent formulation of (b). As f *. * f( 1) = 
f( 1) . . . . f (1) for f E End(A), if Hom(A, L) is restricted then L is restric- 
ted. Conversely, assume L is restricted and let ,f~ Hom(A, L). To show 
fPEHom(A,L)weneed toshowthatf”(a)=Cf(a,,,). ... .f(a,,,)ELfor 
aeA. Since A is cocommutative C f(a(,,)@ ... @,f(a(,,)EL@ ... @L= 
L(p) s a symmetric tensor. Let T(L) be the tensor algebra on the space L. 
Since T(L) --f A (I, @ . .. @ I,Y~ I, . ... I,) is multiplicative, to show 
f”(a) E L it suffices to show that the symmetric tensors of L(p) are in the 
restricted Lie subalgebra I? of T(L) generated by the space L. This is the 
content of (2.3). 
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(2.3) Let U be a vector space over afield k of characteristic p > 0 and let 
T(U) be the tensor algebra on U over k. The symmetric tensors of U(p) are 
contained in the restricted Lie subalgebra generated by U. 
Proof We may assume U has basis x, ,..., x,~ and regard T(U) = 
kIx L ,...> -y, } as the k-algebra of polynomials in non-commuting indeter- 
minants x, ,..., x,. Let L c_ T(U) be the Lie subalgebra generated by U. For 
non-negative integers n, ,..., n,? let 2l(n, ,..., n,) (resp. l(n, ,..., n,)) be the span 
of all associative (resp. Lie) products of the variables such that X, occurs n, 
times. Then l(n, ,..., n,) c 2l(n, ,..., n,) and L (resp. T(U)) is the direct sum of 
the l(n ,,..., n,)‘s (resp. 2l(n ,,..., n,)‘s). Let a(n ,,..., n,) be the sum of the 
monomials of ‘?I(n, ,..., n,). Then for n > 0 the g(nI ,..., n,)‘s, where n, + ... 
+ n, = n, are identified with a basis for the symmetric tensors of U(n). 
Observe that (x, + ... +.Y,)“=C~,+. +,,,=/,~(n, ..., n,,). On the other 
hand, (x, + ... +,Y,)~-x~- ... -,Y~E L by (2.2). Since a(nl ,..., ns)E 
‘.(n, )...) n,) we conclude that CJ(~, ..., n,) E I(n, ,..., n,) if n, + + n, = p and 
n, < p for all i. This proves (2.3) and hence (b) is established. Q.E.D. 
3. DIVIDED PO-R COALGEBRAS AND DIVIDED POWER ALGEBRAS 
Let n be a non-empty set, N = (0, 1, 2,...} be the set of natural numbers, 
and let FV(“) denote the additive monoid of functions from n to N with 
finite support. For a, fl E tV(“) set (~(1 =C;a(i) and let (;)=ni($i) be the 
product of the binomial symbols (;iii). Now suppose that p is a fixed prime 
integer and let n E RJ. We regard the p-adic expansion of n as a formally 
infinite sum n = n,, + n, p + n2 p2 + .. where 0 d n, < p and almost all of 
the n:s are 0. Suppose m E N has p-adic expansion m = m, + m, p + 
m,p’+ .... Set 
and write m dn whenever m, d n, for all i. By expanding, over Z,, the 
polynomial (1 + A’)‘, = (1 + X)nO( 1 + XP)“‘( 1 + Xp2)nz. . one sees that 
(;) s ($), (mod p). For tx, BE fY(“) define (;)P = nj (;{;I),. 
Let m: n + N + u {cc } be a function and let n(m, p) G IV(“) be the subset 
of all tl E PVC”) such that 0 d cc(i) < pmti) for all ie n (we set pz = CD). Define 
si E n(m, p) by ci(j) = S,, for .j E n, and let p E n(m, p) denote a function of 
the form p = p”ei for some m E tK and i E n. ‘$3 c n(m, p) will denote the set 
of all such p’s. Observe that a E n(m, p) can be written uniquely in the form 
c[ = C n,p where 0 < np < p and almost all of the rip’s are 0. 
Now let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, and let C,(n, m) be the 
cocommutative coalgebra over k with basis n(m, p) (for notational con- 
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venience let I’“’ represent a) and structure maps determined by AZ’“‘= 
&(;) Z’“-B’@ Zta’ and &(I’“)) = 6, 0; let ‘Ql,Jn, m) be the commutative algebra 
over k of all formal linear combinations on n(m, p) (for notational con- 
venience let x”) represent GI) with multiplication determined by x(“x(fl’= 
(a;B)++B’ (we use the convention I”‘= 0 =x’“’ if tl E Z’“‘\n(m, p)). If k is 
a field of characteristic 0 we formally set p = co, require m(i) = 1 for i E n, 
and define C,(n, m) and %,(n, m) as above-here n(m, co) = N’“‘. A 
coalgebra C over a field k is called a divided power coalgebra if C is 
isomorphic to some C,(n, m), and likewise an algebra A over k is called a 
dividedpower algebra if A is isomorphic to some 91k(n, m). We shall refer to 
(n, m) as a pairing. 
C,(n, m) has the structure of a Hopf algebra. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k be a field and Ck(n, m) be defined as above. Endow 
the polynomial algebra A = k [ lj] , t n with a Hopf algebra structure by mak- 
ing the 1,‘s primitive. For c1 E N’“) define I” = ni, n I:“’ E A. Let I= (0) if k 
has characteristic 0; if k has characteristic p > 0 let Zc A be the ideal 
generated by Z/‘m”” s, where m(i) < so. I is a Hopf ideal, and the map 
C,(n, m) -+ A/Z (l”‘~1”’ + I) determines a coalgebra isomorphism. 
Define 8,E End(C,(n, m)) by ;3;(Z’“‘) =Z(z+fJ’ for iEn. For n 30 let 
C,(n, m)(n)c C,(n, m) be the span of the Z(“‘s where /cl1 =n. When we 
write C,(n, m) or ‘%,(n, m) we are identifying m E N u {cc } with the 
function defined by m(i) =m for iEn. Recall for a prime integer p that 
c1 E n(m, p) can be written uniquely as c( = C n,p where 0 6 np < p and 
almost all n,‘s are 0. Define a(,,): $3 + N by a(Jp) =n,. For a, /l~n(m, p) 
write a $ /l if a(i) <a(i) for all i E n. We are ready to analyze the structure 
of C,(n, m). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let C,(n, m) be the divided power coalgebra defined 
above. 
(a) C,(n, m) = @,“=O C,(n, m)(n) is a graded pointed irreducible 
coalgebra with unique grouplike I”‘. 
(b) coDer(C,(n, m)) is a complete C,(n, m)*-module. 
(c) di is a coderivation of C,(n, m) for i E n. 
(d) Suppose k has characteristic 0. 
(i) The lCEt”s form a linear basis for the space of primitives of 
Cdn, ml. 
(ii) The 8;s form a completion basis for the coderivations of 
Cdn, m). 
(e) Suppose k has characteristic p > 0. 
(0) Al’“)= Ca+J;)p f’“pb’@ P’for a E n(m, p). 
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(i) The I’p” s, where p E $J, ,form a linear basis for the space qf 
primitives of C,(n, m). 
(ii) The a:“~, where i E n and 0 < j < m(i), form a completion basis 
for the coderiuations of CJn, m). 
(iii) The linear map C,(n, m) + C’,(‘+& 1) (1(“~l(~~~~)) is an 
isomorphism of coalgebras. 
Proof: (a) That C,(n, m) is graded follows by definition. Because of 
this C,(n, m). E C,(n, m)(O) = k. I”’ by [6, Proposition 11.1.11. Part (b) 
follows by Lemma 3(e) since C,(n, m) is cocommutative. Parts (0) and (iii) 
of (e) follow by the remarks preceding the proposition. Part (d)(i) (resp. 
(e)(i)) follows by the definition of d (resp. (e)(o)). To show (c), (d)(ii), and 
(c)(ii) recall that C,(n, m) has the structure of a Hopf algebra. Part (c) 
follows since a, = r,cr,] is right translation by a primitive, so 8, is a 
coderivation. a;‘( 1) = I’p”l), so (d)(ii) (resp. (c)(ii)) follows by 
Theorem l(b), Proposition 2, and (d)(i) (resp. and (e)(i)). Q.E.D. 
Let coW,(n, m) E coDer(C,(n, m)) be the complete C,(n, m)*-module 
generated by the 8,‘s where iE n. We call 8 E co W,(n, m) a special 
coderiuation and refer to coW,(n, m) as the module of special coderivations 
of C,(n, m). By the previous proposition the Zi’s form a completion basis 
for coW,(n, m). In characteristic 0 every coderivation is special, but in 
positive characteristic this is usually not the case by part (c)(ii) of the 
preceding proposition. We shall denote ? E co W,(n, m) by 8 = C,, n d, - c?,,, 
where a,,, E C,(n, m)* for all ie n. 
By part (a) of the previous proposition CE C,(n, m) can be written uni- 
quely as c = c(0) + c( 1) + . . where c(i) E C,(n, m)(i) for i 3 0. 
COROLLARY 3. Let k be a ,field and let C,(n, m) be the divided power 
coalgebra defined above. Suppose i?, 2’ E co W,(n, m). 
(a) Z=(x,a,@(“,,,)c A. 
(b) a(c)( 1 ) = Cj /‘“‘)8,;,(c) ,for c E C. 
(c) co W,(n, m) is a Lie subalgebra qf coDer(C,(n, m)). 
(d) [a, a’],,,=a,,,oL3’-C7;,),~a for iEn. 
Proof: Part (a) follows by definition. To see (b) notice that a,(C(m)) 5 
C(m + 1) for m 3 0 where C = C,(n, m). Now (b) is easily derived from (a). 
(c) and (d). Let CE C. Then we calculate by (a) that 
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and that 
SO 
&a’=~ (aoai)-d;i, 
also. In particular the second formula yields a,sd’= C,(a,‘j8,)-da;,,; thus 
M’=C (ai ‘a,)-@;,, * a,,,) +I a,-(a,;,oa’), 
i. , I 
and hence [a, a’] = C, a,- (d(,, L 8’ - I?;,, 38) since C* is commutative and 
d,o 3, = a,0 ai for i, j E n. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that (n, m) is a pairing. A subpairing (0, rn) of (n, m) is a pairing 
such that n G n and m(i) d m(i) for i E n. Let (0, m) be a subpairing of 
(n, m). Then we regard C,(n, m) as a subcoalgebra of C,(n, m) via the 
monomorphism j: C,(n, m) + C,(n, m) defined by j(l’“‘) = I’“‘, where CY 
extends cx trivially by x(i) = 0 for ig n\n. Define rr: C,(n, m) -+ C,(n, m) by 
rc(/(‘)) = I’“’ if c1 extends _r trivially, and rr(l(“) =0 otherwise. Then n is a 
coalgebra map which satisfies 71 q.j= I. (That 7c is a coalgebra map in 
positive characteristic follows by Proposition 4(e)(iii).) When (n, m) is a 
subpairing of (n, m) we call C,(n, III) a sub-divided power coalgebra of 
CJn, m). 
Suppose D 5,;: C are maps of vector spaces satisfying rt oj= I. Define 
linear maps End(D) ZJ”End(C) by J(f)=joj’f’lrr for f’EEnd(D) and 
n(f) = rcofoj forfg End(C). Then 170 J= I and Im J(ker 7~) = (0). In par- 
ticular Im J G End( C),ker nj, the set stabilizer of ker 7~ in End(C). 
LEMMA 5. Let (n, m) he a .&pairing of (n, m), let k he a field, and let 
CIA!!, m) s,” C,(n, m) he the roalgehra maps dtfined above. Then 
co Wk(nf mhker x) is a Lie subalgebra of co W,(n, m) and: 
(a) The maps co W,(o, m) Sg; co W,(n, rn& n) defined by 
cOj(CrsnJ,-d,,,)=C,.n ajL(13(,)on) and COJC,,. a,-aa,,,)=Ci., &- 
(a,;, 0 j) hre Lie algebra maps satisfying ~0 k 0~0~ = I. 
(b) a~Imco, ifand only fJ‘=xiEnai-a,,, where a,,,(kern)=(O) 
for all i E 0. 
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Proof. That co W,(n, m)(,,, nj is a Lie subalgebra of coW,(n, m) is 
evident. (b) is trivial, so it remains to prove (a). Observe that a;(ker rc) E 
ker rr for all iEn. Consider 3 =~itnJi-~(r)~~~W,(n, m). Since ker rt is a 
coideal it follows that (J,,,o rc) - ker rt s ker 71 for Ian. Therefore as 
cOj@)(c)=C,,z. ai(J(r)‘nLL a) for CE C,(n, m), we see that g,(d) stabilizes 
ker rc. 
By definition 71 c Zi=ii,. rt for iE n. From this we conclude that 
n 0 co,@) =$o n since rr is a coalgebra map. Now let 2’ = Cit n 2, -_a;,, E 
coW,(n, m) also. By Corollary 3 we see that ~0, is a map of Lie algebras 
from the equations 
ccoj(~)‘COj(‘7’)1,,)=(~(i)--TC)~~,(~’)-(~;,)~~71)~:~,(~) 
=c’(,,c (~~co,(~‘))-~;,)-(71“~;(~)) 
=i](,, 2’ ‘71--(?;,)o(?-%r 
= U,$‘] (II ,271 when iEn. 
To show that co, is a map of Lie algebras, we first observe for a = 
IL,. 2,--S(,,EcoWk(n, mh,,,, that 
Z7(2)=n,;i:,Z.;,-?t,,): j 
= 1 (noc?;~,j)-(d,,,pj) 
it” 
= 1 (ma,o,j)-(a,,,3,j) 
,t” 
= c (k7,....j)-((~,,,j,i)=co.(a) 
SE” 
since 7rcai=JZ.rt for igo and rroj=Z. Therefore Z7~co, on 
CoWdn, mL,.,. Hence to show that ~0, is a map of Lie algebras it suf- 
fices to show that ZI(,fo g) = Z7(f’) 0 Z7( g) for linear endomorphisms J g E 
End(C,(n, m)) stabilizing ker rc. For such an j’ observe that TC”J~ 
(I-,jox) =O, so 7cc f = I7(f’)on. From this the equation Z7(,j”,l g) = 
h'(f) 0 I7( g) above follows. The remainder of (a) is trivial. Q.E.D. 
If J is the map defined for j and 71 in Lemma 5 it is usually not the case 
that ~0 j = J. 
For c( E N let X’“’ E C,(n, m)* be defined by (X’“‘, I’P)) = S,,,. Note that 
X(*’ = 0 if ~14 n(m, p). For i E n define Die End(aU,(n, m)) by D,(x(‘)) = 
$-E,) 
PROPOSITION 5. Let %,(n, m) be the divided power algebra dqfined 
above. 
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(a) The map 2l,(n, m)+ Ck(n, m)* (C u,x(~)H~Lz,X(~)) is an 
algebra isomorphism. (We identtfy ‘?IU,(n, m) and C,(n, m)* in this manner.) 
(b) Der,(21U,(n, m)) is a complete 211,(n, m)-module. 
(c) Di = a* for ie n. (Hence D, is u continuous derivation of 
&An, ml.1 
(d) Suppose k has characteristic 0. Then the D,‘s ,form a completion 
basis for Der,(‘U,(n, m)). 
(e) Suppose k has characteristic p > 0. 
(i) The Dp”s, where i E n and 0 d j < m(i), ,form a completion basis 
for Der,W,(n, ml). 
(ii) The map 2l,($J3, 1) -+ 21U,(n, m) (~(~~pl)t+.x(~)) is a continuous 
algebra isomorphism. 
Proof: Part (a) follows by definition; (b) follows by (a) and Lem- 
ma 3(e). That Dj = a* is clear. The parenthetical part of (c) now follows by 
Proposition 4(c) and Lemma 3(a), and (d) (resp. (e)(i)) follows by (a), 
Lemma 3(e), (2.1) with V=C, and Proposition 4(d)(ii) (resp. 
Proposition 4(e)(ii)). The map described in (c)(ii) is the one identified with 
the transpose of the coalgebra isomorphism of Proposition 4(e)(iii). 
Q.E.D. 
Let W,(n, m) G Der,(%,(n, m)) be the complete ‘U,(n, m)-module 
generated by the D:s. DE W,(n, m) is called a special derivation and 
W,(n, m) is referred to as the module of special derivations of 211,(n, m). By 
the previous proposition the D,‘s form a completion basis for W,(n, m). In 
characteristic 0 every continuous derivation of ‘U,(n, m) is special, but in 
positive characteristic this is usually not the case by part (c)(ii) of the 
previous proposition. 
Observe that co W,(n, m) + W,(n, m) (cpt-+cp*) is an isomorphism of 
complete C,(n, m)*-modules. 
4. DIVIDED POWER STRUCTURES ON HOPF ALGEBRAS 
Let A = (L) be a Hopf algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0 
generated by a Lie subalgebra L s !G of the Lie algebra of primitives 2 of A. 
Suppose B G L is a totally ordered basis for L and f: B x N -+ I! is a 
function such that f(l, 0) = I for 1~ B. For 1~ B set I’“‘= f(1, s), and more 
generally for n E FV let 1”‘) = n~C,(l(p’))~~ where n = n, + n, p + n, p2 + . . . is 
the p-adic expansion of n. If CI E N (‘I let 1’“) E A be the ordered monomial 
l(E)=n,EB l(“‘)). Finally, define mf: B --t N + u { co } by letting mf(l) E N + 
be the smallest n E N + such that f(1, m) = 0 for all m > n if there is such an 
n, setting m,(l) = cc otherwise. 
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If the characteristic of k is 0 (we may think of p = cc in this case), we 
alter the above by requiring f(l, n) = 0 for n > 0, and for 1 E B and n E N + 
defining 1’“’ = I”. 
We make the useful observation: 
(4.1) For f: B x N + f? defined as above, the map C,(B, mf) -+ A 
(Ita)++ I’“‘) is a coalgehra isomorphism if and only if the f(l, n)‘s, where 1 E B 
and 0 < n <m,(l), form a linear basis for 52. 
Proof. The map is a coalgebra map in any event by Proposition 4. In 
characteristic 0 note L = f?, and apply the Poincart-Birkoff-Witt theorem 
to A = U(L). 
Suppose k has characteristic p > 0. If the map is an isomorphism then the 
f(1, n)‘s described in (4.1) form a basis for 5? by Proposition 4(e)(i). Conver- 
sely, suppose the f(1, n)‘s, form a basis g for 2. Extend the total order on B 
to a total order on 6? by the rules f(1, ) < f(l’, ) if l< 1’ and f(1, n - 1) < 
f(1, n) whenever 1 6n < mr(1). Since A = u(e) is the restricted enveloping 
algebra the ordered monomials h;” . .. h’j, in 63, where 0 d n, ,..., 
n, < p - 1, form a linear basis for A. By Proposition 4(e)(iii) the proof is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
We now formally define divided power structure. 
DEFINITION. Let A = (L) be a (cocommutative) Hopf algebra generated 
by a Lie subalgebra L G 2 of the Lie algebra of primitives 2 of A. A pair 
(B, f) is called an L-divided power structure on A if: 
(0) BE L is a totally ordered basis for L, and f: B x N -+ 52 is a 
function such that f(1, 0) = 1 for 1 E B. (If the characteristic of k is 0 then 
f(1, n)=O for n>O.) 
(1) The map C,(B,mf)+A (1(‘)1+1(‘) ) is a linear (hence coalgebra) 
isomorphism (or equivalently the f(1, s)‘s, where 1 E B and 0 ds < mr(l), 
form a basis for Q), and 
(2) If the characteristic of k is p > 0 then l(@) - (l(p’m’))p E L for 1~ B 
and s 3 1. 
If the characteristic of k is 0, or p > 0 and lcp’) = 1”’ whenever 1 E L and 
0 <s < mr(l), we say the divided power structure (B, f) is strict. In the 
characteristic p > 0 strict case note that (2) is equivalent to lpmi”‘~ L 
whenever 1 E B and m&l) < m. 
There are natural examples of strict divided power structures. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let L # (0) be a Lie algebra over a field k and let 
A = U(L) be the universal enveloping algebra of L over k. Suppose BS L is 
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a totally ordered basis for L. For c( E NcB’ let I” E U(L) be the ordered 
monomial I” = n,E B lar(‘). By the Poincare-Birkoff-Witt theorem the I”‘s 
form a linear basis for U(L). Thus the map C,(B, m)H U(L) (l’“‘++l”) is a 
coalgebra isomorphism, where m = 1 if k has characteristic 0, and m = 00 if 
k has characteristic p > 0. Thus B affords U(L) a strict L-divided power 
structure (B, f), where f( j, n) = Ip’ for n 2 0 if k has characteristic p > 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let L # (0) be a restricted Lie algebra over a field k of 
characteristic p > 0 and suppose A = u(L) is the restricted enveloping 
algebra of L over k. Let B c L be a totally ordered basis for L. Then 
C,(B, 1) + u(L) (l’“‘c, I*) is a coalgebra isomorphism, so B affords u(L) a 
strict L-divided power structure (B, f) where f(l, n) = 0 for 1 E B and n > 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let A = (2) be a Hopf algebra generated by its space of 
primitives 2. Recall that S is a Lie subalgebra of A, and is restricted if k 
has characteristic p > 0. A = U(2) if k has characteristic 0 and A = u(2) if k 
has characteristic p > 0, so by the two preceding examples A has strict 
p-divided power structures if 2 # (0). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let C,(n, m) be the divided power coalgebra defined 
above, and let C,(n, m) have the Hopf algebra structure described in 
Example 1. Totally order B = {I’““: i E n $ in some manner and let L be the 
span of B. Then [L, L] = (0), and B affords C,(n, m) a strict L-divided 
power structure (B, f) where f(l”‘J’, n) = 0 if the characteristic of k is p > 0 
and m(i)<n< co. 
Suppose A = (L) is a Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic p > 0 
generated by a Lie subalgebra L G 2 of its Lie algebra of primitives 2. 
Assume further C,(B, m) + A (I’“’ ~lor) is a coalgebra isomorphism, where 
BG L is a totally ordered basis for L, and I” E A is the ordered monomial 
~=rI,,, la(‘) for CY E n(m, p). If for some I,, E B, m(l,) < co and IPmi”’ $ L, 
then the isomorphism C’,(B, m) = A is not induced by a strict L-divided 
power structure on A. If whenever 1,~ B and n = m(l,) < cc there is a 
relation of the form 19” + 1:” ’ + . + I,, = 0, where I, ,..., I,, E L, we will con- 
struct an L-divided power structure (B, f) on A such that m = mf and 
which, in fact, will not be strict if m(l,) < cc and I”,“‘“” 4 L for some 1, E B. 
This particular construction is fundamentally important for embedding 
theory. 
Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k. Then A is a right A-module 
under the adjoint action a+ h=Cs(h(,,) ah,,,. If 1~ A is primitive then 
[a, 1]= a 6 1 for a E A. Now suppose A = (L) is generated by a Lie sub- 
algebra L E f! of the Lie algebra of primitives 2 of A. Then the Lie ideals of 
L are precisely the submodules of L under adjoint by the last equation. As 
a consequence P?tL=LtS!cL, so [Q,f?]EL as SEL+L’+ .‘. = 
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ker E. Let N c L be any Lie ideal of L. From the formulas C h,, ,(a +- b,,,) = 
ab = C(b + s(a(~J) a(~) we deduce immediately that NA = AN. Now sup- 
pose the characteristic of k is p > 0. 
(4.2) If 1, ,..., I, E L and n, ,..., n,>O then (I{“‘+ ... +lfn’)r=lf”“‘+ 
... +Ifn’+‘+l,,+, for some l,,,EL. 
This assertion follows directly from (2.2) since L? is restricted in this case 
and l-2, !i?] G L. Let L( - 1) = (0) and for n B 0, let L(n) G L be the span of 
the lpm’s whq 1~ L and 0 6 m d n. Note that L(n)P G L(n + 1) by (4.2). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A = (L) be a Hopf algebra over a field k of charac- 
teristic p > 0 generated by a Lie subalgebra L E 2 of the Lie algebra of 
primitives S qf A. Suppose (B, m) is a pairing, where B G L is a basis for L, 
and m(l) < m implies lPm”’ E L(m(l) - 1 ), and the 1”“‘s where 1 E B and 
0 < n < m(1) form a basis for S. For 1~ B and 0 < n < m(1) assume l’p”’ E 1! 
satisfies I”‘“’ - lp” E L(n - 1). Then the l’p”‘s, where 0 < n < m(l), ,form a 
linear basis,for 2. 
Proof For n 3 0 let L’(n) c L(n) be the subspace spanned by the lpm’s 
where 1~ B and O<m < m(l), m <n. It suffices to show that L’(n) = L(n) 
for n > 0; for then the spanning and independence of the l’P’)‘s easily 
follows by the hypothesis I”‘“’ - 1”” E L(n - 1). 
Note L’(0) = L = L(O), so assume n > 0 and L’(n - 1) = L(n - 1). As 
L’(n) G L(n), we need only show 1”“~ L’(n) for any 1= xhtB a,bE L to 
show L’(n) = L(n). By (4.2) we have lpn =xbGB cx$bP” + v for some 
v E L(n - 1 ), so we may assume 1~ B. But then if n <m(l) we are done; 
otherwise if n 3 m(l) = m we calculate 1”” = (lJ’m)Pn’m E L(m - 1 )pnmm c 
L(n - 1) E L’(n). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose A = (L) ts a Hopf algebra over a field of charac- 
teristic p > 0 generated by a Lie subalgebra L c 2 of the Lie algebra of 
primitives 52 of A. Let B G L be a totally ordered basis for L and suppose 
C,(B, m) + A (l’a’~lz) is a coalgebra isomorphism, where I” = n,tB [1(t) is 
an ordered monomial. Assume if 1, E B and m(1,) = n < 00 then 1,~” + 1~~~’ + 
. . + 1, = 0 for some 1 , ,..., I,, E L. Define f: B x RJ + 2 by f(l,, s) = C:=0 lp”-’ 
for s < m(l,) and f(l,, s) = 0 for s am(l,) whenever m(l,) < co; otherwise tf 
m(l,) = CO set f(l,, s) = [{‘for s 3 0. Then (B, f) is an L-divided power struc- 
ture on A such that m = mf. 
Proof If I,EB then by (4.2) we see f(l,,s)-f(l,,~-l)~EL for ~31. 
By definition f(l,, n) - lop” E L(n - 1) for n > 0, so the corollary now follows 
by the proposition with f(l, n) = l(p”), and (4.2). Q.E.D. 
Suppose (B, f) is an L-divided power structure on A. Identifying the 
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coalgebras C,(B, mr) and A by C,(B, m,)-A (I(“) we think of 
co W,(E, m,) as an A*-submodule of coDer(A), and identifying the 
algebras ‘?I,(& mt) and A* by 2Lk(B, mf)? C,(B, mr)* N A* we think of 
W,(B, mt) as an A*-submodule of Der,(A*). 
Our next theorem characterizes co W,(B, mr), where (B, f) is an 
L-divided power structure, in a basis-free way. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a cocommutative Hopf algebra over a field k, 
generated by a Lie subalgebra of primitives L of A and suppose (B, f) is an 
L-divided power structure on A. 
(a) co W,(B, mf) = cL(A). Th us the special coderivations of any two 
L-divided power structures are the same. 
(b) rB is a completion basis for coW,(B, mf). 
(c) co W,(B, mf) is a Lie subalgebra of coDer(A). 
(d) Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0. Then co W,(B, mf) is 
restricted if and only tf L is. 
Proof (a) Let 1, E B and set 8 = a,. Since a( 1) = I,, by Proposition 2 
we need only show that 8 E cL(A), that is, show i3. a( 1) E L for a E A. To do 
this we may assume a = n,G B l(“(‘)) is an ordered monomial. By partition- 
ing a into ordered monomials b = n,,, I(‘(‘)), _a = l~‘ro)), and c = 
I&, <, I(‘(‘)), and making the calculation 
a.a(l)=a.bQc(l) 
=c dcd dq,,) s(bm) a(bo,q,,cd 
= c dq,J +I,) db,,,) bp,a(q,,) ~(2) 
=e(b)(a._a(l))tc 
we see it s&ices to show a. a( 1) E L where a = lb”). 
Let a = l&‘Q. Then 8. a( 1) = 1, c a unless k has characteristic p > 0 and 
n,=p-1, where n=n,+n,p+ ... + n, pr is the p-adic expansion of n. 
Assume this is the case, let a, = n;= i(l&r’))n/ for 0 d id r, and set a,.+ 1 = 1. 
Suppose+,= ... =n,+,=p-1 andn,+,<p-1 ifm<r,anddefine R(i)= 
C s((ai)(lj) wr ‘VaJt2J for 0 d i < m + 1. Then we have the formulas 
(i) R(O)=a.a(l) and R(m+ l)=lr+‘)ta,+,. 
(ii) R(i)=(l@“)+ai)-((l&P’))P+ai+,)+R(i+l) for O<i<m. 
Note that (i) follows trivially from definitions. To see (ii) let 
b = (l&@))p ~ ‘. Then ai = ba, + 1, so we compute R(i) = C $((a,+ ~)(IJ s(bc,,) 
a(l~~‘)bC2)(ai+ ,)(21). Now writing Ab = CJp:~((r;‘)(l~))r~ l-t)@ (I&J”))‘= 
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c b&%,? we see 8(/j,+ ‘%&a,+ ,)(2J) = l$@)6&ai+ ,)(2j unless h(,, = b 
(in which case b(,, = 1 and I?‘- ‘)btz, = I$““‘~ I)). Thus we can write 
which is (ii). From (i) and (ii) it follows (with fp-‘) = 0) 
mtl 
d.a(l)= c (I~‘)-(I~~‘))P)+u,EL, 
i=O 
so the proof of (a) is complete. 
Part (b) follows by (a) and Corollary l(b); (c) (resp. (d)) follows by 
(a) and Proposition 3(a) (resp. 3(b)). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. For the divided power coulgebru C,(n, m): 
(a) coW,(n, m) is a Lie subalgebra qf coDer(C,(n, m)). 
(b) Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0. Then the following are 
eyuivulen t : 
(i) co W,(n, m) is restricted. 
(ii) Zfp~$l then P=Eifor some iEn. 
(iii) The grading on C,(n, m) defined in Proposition 4(a) is strict. 
The corollary follows by the calculations of Example 1, the theorem 
above, and Proposition 4. 
We have observed that coW,(n, m) -+ W,(n, m) (q-q*) is an 
isomorphism of complete C,(n, m)*-modules. Now by the corollary we 
may add: 
(4.3) W,(n, m) is a Lie subalgebra of Der,(21U,(n, m)), and the 
isomorphism of complete modules co W,(n, m) -+ W,(n, m) (cpt-+cp*) is an 
anti-isomorphism of Lie algebras. 
The main result of this paper on special derivations is: 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a cocommututive Hopf algebra over a field k 
generated by a Lie subalgebra of primitives L of A and suppose (B, f) is an 
L-divided power structure on A. 
(a) W,(B, mf) = c,(A)*. Thus the special derivations of any two 
L-divided power structures on A are the same. 
(b) W,(B, m,) is a Lie subalgebra of Der,(A*). 
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(c) Suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0. Then W,(B, m,) is restric- 
ted if and only if L is restricted. 
(d) The map coW,(B, mf)+ W,(B,, mr) (OH is an isomorphism 
of complete A*-modules and an anti-isomorphism of Lie algebras. 
(4 Let ~~~~~~~ be an indexed family of co W,(B, m,). Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) The cp,( 1 )‘s ,form a linear basis for L. 
(ii) The cp;s form a completion basis for co W,(B, mf). 
(iii) The cp:‘s form a completion basis,for W,(B, mf). 
Proof: Parts (a)-(d) follow by Theorem 2 and (4.3). To show (e) 
observe that (i)o(ii) by Theorem 2(a) and Proposition 2, and that 
(ii)o (iii) by (4.3). Q.E.D. 
The following example shows that the uniqueness statement of 
Theorem 2(a) depends on more than the coalgebra structure of A. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let A = U(L), where L is the trivial two-dimensional Lie 
algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0, and let B = {I,, I, } be a totally 
ordered basis for L (I, < I,). Then C,(B, co) + A (/(“)I-+ I’“’ = 1;(‘1)/$‘~)) is a 
coalgebra isomorphism which arises from a strict L-divided power struc- 
ture (B, f) on A by Example 2. 
Define a second function f: B x N -+ 9 by I(/, , 0) = I, + I, and otherwise 
setting f(Z, n) = f(l, n). For CI E N (4 define I’“) = f~(/1))f(21(/2)) where f(n) is 
defined in terms of the f(li, s) = f!p’)‘s as q”) is defined in terms of the 
f(/,, s) = Ijps)‘s. Then C,( B, co) --t A (I(‘)++ I(“)) is a second coalgebra 
isomorphism from C,(B, cc) to A. Note the two induce the same coalgebra 
grading on A (see Proposition 4(a)). 8~ End(A) defined by 8(fca)) = f(a+cl~) 
is a special coderivation with respect to the divided power structure in A 
induced by the second coalgebra isomorphism, but by the calculations in 
the proof of Theorem 2(a) 
d . fy ‘( 1) = f!P’ - ff = -1; $ L, 
SO a$c,(A), the special coderivations determined by the strict L-divided 
power structure (B, f). 
5. LIE ALGEBRA EMBEDDING THEOREMS 
In this section we will prove three embedding results based on the ideas 
of the previous section. 
Suppose k has characteristic p > 0, and let L, 5 L be a Lie subalgebra of 
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L. Suppose n z L is identified with a basis for L/L, and m: n -+ N + u { uz }. 
A subset S= { zI: 1 E n and m(l) < co } of primitives of U(L) is called an 
m - L, system if (i) every z, E S can be written z, = Ip” + lf”-’ + . . . + I,, for 
some I ,,..., I,, EL, where n = m(f), and (ii) L, = L, + k. S, L = L + k. S are 
Lie subalgebras of U(L). Note that (ii) is trivially satisfied if the z,‘s are 
central elements of U(L). 
The main theorem in this section is the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let L he u Lie algebra over a ,field k qf characteristic p > 0. 
Suppose L, C_ L is a Lie subalgebra of L, n E L is identified with a basis of 
L/L,, and m: n + N + v {co }. Zf there exists an m - L, system, there is u 
map of Lie algebras @: L + W,(n, m) such that 
(a) Q(n) is a completion busisfor W,(n, m), and 
(b) ker @ is the (unique) largest ideal N of L contuined in L,. 
Proof: By (4.3) it suffices to find a Lie algebra anti-homomorphism 
d: L + co W,(n, m) such that (a’) & ) n is a completion basis for co W,(n, m) 
and (b’) ker 4 = N. 
Let A = U(L) and suppose SE A is an m - L, system. To prove the 
theorem we need only find an L-divided power structure (B, f) on A such 
that (i) n G B and mf(l) = m(l) for /in, and identifying C,(B, ml) with A in 
the canonical way, (ii) ker 7c = L,,A, where 71: C,(B, m,) + C,(n, m) is the 
projection defined above for the sub-divided power coalgebra C,(n, m) of 
C,(B, mf). For suppose (B, f) is such an L-divided power structure. Note 
that 4: L-,coDer(A) (l~r,) is a Lie algebra anti-homomorphism. 
By Theorem 2 we have $(L) ccoW,(B, mf) and thus 4(L) E 
coW0, mfher nl since ker rr is a right ideal. By Lemma 5(a) the map 
4: L + co W,(n, m) defined by the commutative diagram 
L ’ 5 cotik(n,m) 
is an anti-homomorphism of Lie algebras. By the proof of Lemma 5 
fj(I)=7rar,oj. 
To show (a’) we compute for Len that ~(1)(1)=co,(r,)(l)=rc(1)=f, so 
d(n) is a completion basis for co W,(n, m) by Lemma 2(b) and Lemma 1. 
(b’) Let I EL. We have d(1) = 0 if and only if r,(Imj) z ker 7c = L,A, 
so 1 E ker rc if and only if (1mj)l E L, A. We have already seen that 
AN = NA, so N c ker 4. On the other hand, ker d c L, A n L, so to com- 
plete the proof of (b’) we need only show L,A n L = L,. Now A = ker rt @ 
Imj,soL,~ker~andn~ImjmeanL,AnL=L,. 
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We now construct an L-divided power structure (B, f) on A satisfying (i) 
and (ii). Let B, z L, be a basis for L, and totally order the basis B = B, u n 
for L in such a manner that elements of B, precede elements of n. By the 
Poincare-Birkoff-Witt theorem the (coalgebra) map C,( B, a3 ) + 
A(I’“)tiI”), where I” = nleB la(‘) is an ordered monomial, is an 
isomorphism. Thus by (4.1) the lp”‘s, where I E B and 0 <n < co, form a 
linear basis for 9. Now extend the total order on B to a total order on the 
basis B = B, u S u n for L by setting zI < zI’ if 1 < I’, and requiring elements 
of B, to precede those of S, and elements of S to precede those of n. Note 
B,=B,uS is a basis for L,. Define m:B+N+u{co} by YJI(l)=cc if 
1 E B, and ‘9X(l) = m(l) if I E n. Observe that (i) is satisfied for B and !lJI. We 
show first of all that: 
(5.1) The lpn’s, where I E B and 0 d n < VI(l), form a linear basis for 2. 
To prove (5.1), first suppose z, E S and set I(“‘) = Ip’ if 0 6 s < m(l), and 
[(P”) = Zf7-m”) for s 3 m(l). If z, is not defined set Icp”) = 1”’ for s 3 0. By (4.2) 
we may apply Proposition 6 to the pairing (B, co) to conclude the proof. 
Define f: B x N -+ !G as follows. For I, E B such that z10 = IP”““’ + lp”‘“’ ’ + 
. . . + I, E S, where I, ,..., I, E L, set f(f,, s) = C;=O I;‘-’ if 0 d s < m(lO), and 
I(/,, s) = 0 whenever s > m(l,). As 1, = I,, - z,, E L we have the equation 
Qyo + pa’- ’ + . . . + 1 = 0 n 2 where 1, ,..., I, EL. 
For all other IE B set I(/, s) = Ip’ for s 3 0. Clearly m(l) = m&l) for I E n, and 
using (5.1), by (4.1) and Corollary 4 we deduce that (B, f) is an L-divided 
power structure on A. 
It remains to show that ker rc = L,A. Since (B, f) is an L-divided power 
structure on A it follows: 
(5.2) The ordered monomials 
PI. . . . ,/Ii,.-“i. . . . 
I .’ I “r 
. z;{, (/;‘)‘““. . . . (&)(“;:d, 
where Ii E BO, 1,” E n, and 0 6 n,!’ < p’“(‘:‘), form a linear basis for A. 
Now ker rr has as basis all monomials described in (5.2) where n, + . 
+ n:. > 0. Thus ker rc c Lo A. By the Poincare-Birkoff-Witt theorem 
U(L,) z A and has as basis all monomials described in (5.2) where nl = . . . 
= n$ = 0. The standard “straightening” argument shows L, A E ker rr. 
Q.E.D. 
We apply the theorem to finite-dimensional Lie algebras in positive 
characteristic. 
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COROLLARY 6. Let L # (0) he a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a 
perfect field k of characteristic p > 0. There is an embedding of Lie algebras 
@: L + Wk(n, m), where n C_ L is independent, Q(n) is a completion basis for 
W,(n, m), and m(1) 6 (dim L)2 for 1 E n. 
Proof. Let L, z L be a Lie subalgebra such that the largest ideal of L 
contained in L, is (0) and let n c L be identified with a basis of L/L,. Fix 
1, E n. Then D = ad 1, E End(L) satisfies a relation DP” + a, Dpn” + . . + 
a,D=O for some n-m(&)> 1. Thus z,,=l,P”++,lOp”~‘+ ... +cr,l,=l,P”+ 
(c~~‘@-~l,)P’~’ + ... + ~1~1”~ U(L) is central, so the z$‘s form an m-L, 
system and the theorem applies. Q.E.D. 
The reader has probably noted that the proof of Theorem 4 is much 
easier if S= 4, and in this case can be modified easily to work in charac- 
teristic 0 as well. Thus we have an ungraded version of [3, Theorem 2.11. 
Writing W,(n) instead of W,(n, co) in characteristic p > 0 and instead of 
W,Jn, 1) in characteristic 0: 
THEOREM 5. Let L # (0) be a Lie algebra over a field k and suppose 
L, E L is subalgebra. Let n c L be identified with a basis for L/L,. There 
exists a map of Lie algebras @: L -+ W,(n) such that 
(a) @(n) is a completion basis for W,(n), and 
(b) ker @ is the (unique) largest ideal N qf L contained in L,. 
6. THE EMBEDDING 4: L -+ coDer( U(L)) 
Let L be a Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0 and let 
4: L + coDer( U(L)) (1~ r,) be the canonical (anti-homomorphic) 
embedding of L into the Lie algebra of coderivations of the universal 
enveloping algebra U(L) of L over k. Suppose (B, f ) is an L-divided power 
structure on U(L) such that rnt = co. Let m: B + N + u {CC } be any 
function. Then (B, m) is a subpairing of (B, mr). By Theorem 2 d(L) G 
co W,(B, mr) c coDer( U(L)) and by Lemma 5(a) we may identify 
co W,(B, m) with a Lie subalgebra &,,r of coW,(B, m,). Now B also 
affords U(L) a strict L-divided power structure (B, f’) by Example 2. We 
will let Qm = !Gm,,. in this case. In this section we shall investigate the 
relationship between d(L) and the Lie subalgebra &t = co W,(B, m) of 
co W,(B, mf) where my = co. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic 
p > 0. Suppose (B, f) is an L-divided power structure on U(L) such that 
mf = GO and let m: B + N + u { co } be any function. 
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(a) For b E B, rh E 2 ,,,[ lf and only lf l’“‘b( 1) = 0 whenever x(c) > pm(‘) 
for some c E B. 
(b) b(L) c 5.?,,, if and only if bP’ c = cbP” (or equivalently [c, bp”] = 0) 
for all 6, c E B such that c < b and n > m(b). 
Proof: Part (a) follows directly from Corollary 3(b) since rh E 
co W,(B, mr) and l’*‘b( 1) = rJl”))( 1) for rx E N(‘) and b E B. 
(b) (a) Let b, c E B. Then for n 3 0 it follows that bP”c = cbp” + 
[b”“, c]. Since L is an ideal of the restricted Lie subalgebra of U(L) it 
generates, by hypothesis [bP”, c] E L. Therefore bP”c( 1) = [bP”, c] if c < b; 
so we now apply (a) to conclude r, E 9,,, implies [b”“, c] = 0 whenever 
b, CE B satisfy c< b and n >m(b). 
(G) Suppose b, CE B and bp”c = cbP”. As bP” commutes with all 
powers of c we have bpncpm = cpmbP” f or all m 3 0. Now assume for b, c E B 
such that c < b it follows bPnc = cb”” for all n 3 m(b). 
Fix b E B and suppose n > m(b). First observe that bP”a( 1) = 0 for all 
a E U(L). To see this we may assume that a = 1”) is an ordered monomial. 
But if cp” is a factor of a and c < b, then the equation bP”cP”’ = cpmbp” means 
hi’” can be moved to the right so that bp”a can be written as an ordered 
monomial. This means b”‘a( 1) = 0. 
Next, suppose a E fWcB’ satisfies M(b) 3 pmth’ for some b E B. Then l(” has 
a factor of the form bp” for some n 3 m(b). Since cpmbpn = bp”cpm whenever 
c < 6, we may move the factor bp” to the left and write 1’“’ = hp”u for some 
a E U(L). Therefore l”‘a( 1) = 0 for all a E U(L). In particular r,, E S, for all 
be B. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7. Let L be a Lie algebra over u ,field k of characteristic 
p > 0. Suppose B E L is a basis and let m: B --f N + v { 03 } be any function. 
(a) b(L) s Q,,, if and only tj’ [c, bPm”‘] = ad(b)J’“‘“‘(c) = 0 whenever 
b, c E B satisfy c < b and m(b) < co. 
(b) Suppose L is finite dimensional and m(b) < w ,for all b E B. Then 
ad(x) is nilpotent .for some .Y E B. 
If L # (0) is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p > 0 then ad(x) is nilpotent for some non-zero x E L 
by the theorem of Benkart and Isaacs [ 11. 
Apropos of the corollary, we conclude this section with the construction 
of an example where b(L) c co W,(B, 1 ), but d(L) z !I&,, forces m(b) = cc 
for some b E B. 
Let k be any field and A, B, C E k be fixed. Then the vector space L over 
k with basis x, y, z has a unique Lie algebra structure determined by 
[xy] = Cz, [ yz] = Ax, and [zx] = By (this is the example of (20) page 13 
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of [4]). For u =ax+ by+ CZE L let D,, = [ , u]. Then it follows 
directly that Im(Dt + tl,,Z) E k. u, where M,, = a2BC + Ah2C + ABc2, so 
0: $ ct,,D, = 0. Therefore 0: - (-q,) (P “I2 D,, = 0 for any positive odd 
integer. Now suppose k has characteristic p > 2. Then up - ( -H,,)(~ “12u E 
U(L) is central. By the proof of Corollary 6 we have the embedding 
qh(L)~coW,(B, 1). 
Let p> 2 be prime. First observe that we need only find a field k of 
characteristic p and A, B, C E k such that c(,, = 0 implies u = 0. For then D,, 
nilpotent implies D,, = 0, so by Corollary 7, d(L) G &,, forces m(h) = E for 
some h E B. 
Assume ABC # 0. Then the condition LX,, = 0 implies u = 0 is the same as: 
a2A~ ’ +b2B-‘+c2C-‘=0 implies a = h = c = 0. (6.1) 
Therefore to construct examples L as described above it is sufficient to find 
a field k of characteristic p and P, Q E k such that for a, h, c E k 
a2 + Ph2 + Qc2 = 0 implies a = h = c = 0. (6.2) 
Let F be any finite field of characteristic p. Since p > 2 some b E F is not a 
square. We will show that (6.2) is satisfied for k = F(X), P= X, and 
Q = -/Zf’. For suppose a2 + Ph2 + Qc’ = a2 + b2X- flc2X2 = 0 for some 
a, b, c E k. By clearing denominators we may assume a, b, c E F[X]. Writing 
a=a,+ ... + a,,,X” and c = cc, + . + c,, x” as polynomials in F[X], note 
that a: - j?cf, = 0. For otherwise a’ - fic2X2 = -b2X would be a polynomial 
of both even and odd degree. Now af,, - flcz = 0 means a,,, = c, = 0 as /!I is 
not a square, so a = c = 0 whence b = 0 also. 
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